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Abstract—This work reviews the 2010 to 2019 electric 
vehicle and related charging infrastructure market in the 
United States of America. It also provides a look at emerging 
trends as well as technical issues. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Electricity is the only widely available and domestically 

produced form of energy for transportation that addresses the 
simultaneous needs for fuel diversity, energy security, 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and improved air quality. 
The transition of transportation energy from petroleum to 
electricity represents a paradigm shift for electric utilities to 
the role of fuel provider for vehicles. It also represents a 
significant opportunity for electric utilities who face flat or 
declining load for their grid.  

To help advance the use of electricity as a transportation 
fuel, the EPRI Electric Transportation program conducts 
research and development on electric vehicle and 
infrastructure technologies, analyzes the economic and 
environmental impacts of electric transportation, and 
supports industry and utility programs to build public 
awareness of the benefits of electric transportation.   

The early market for electric vehicles (EVs) has been 
characterized by modest but steadily increasing sales, high 
vehicle reliability and customer satisfaction, and a rapid 
evolution of both vehicle and charging technologies. By the 
end of July 2019, total U.S. EV sales exceeded 1.3M 
vehicles and more than 40 EV models were available from 
11 manufacturers, including five of the six largest U.S. 
automotive manufacturers.  

Another way to look at sales is in terms of kilowatt-hours 
in load added to the grid. In 2018 alone, light-duty EVs have 
added more than 903 GWh in annual energy load to the grid, 
assuming a conservative 2,500 kWh annually 1  in EV 
charging. 

Approximately 1302 EV models have been announced to 
be launched by the end of 2023. And with diverse product 
offerings ranging from passenger vehicles to bucket trucks, 
fleets are embracing the new technology in addition to 
consumers. Compared to the first mass-produced EVs, new 

1 J. Dunckley and K. Knoop: Electric Vehicle Driving, Charging, and Load 
Shape Analysis: A Deep Dive Into Where, When, and How Much Salt 
River Project (SRP) Electric Vehicle Customers Charge, EPRI, Palo Alto, 
CA: 2018. 
2 EPRI research based on specific automaker announcements, 2019. 

vehicle models can charge at faster rates and travel with 
greater range per charge.   

Public charging infrastructure to support EVs is 
expanding, with the installation of thousands of public and 
workplace charging stations. A fast-charging network is also 
beginning to emerge, using direct current (DC) electricity at 
levels of 50 kW to 120 kW to charge EVs in as little as 20 
minutes. Future charging levels are likely to exceed 350 kW. 
In addition, automotive manufacturers have developed the 
first production charging systems that potentially enable EVs 
to interact with the grid.  

 Nearly all major automakers are reaching out to the 
utility industry to help develop and standardize EV charging 
infrastructure and to help educate their mutual customers. 
Customers, meanwhile, are also looking to the utility as an 
impartial trusted energy advisor. Residential, commercial, 
and industrial customers – fleet managers, employers, retail 
stores, developers, local governments, and others – are 
seeking guidance on the design, location, and installation of 
charging infrastructure. Utilities need to understand the 
system impacts and customer requirements associated with 
plug-in vehicles, and prepare their grid to support the rollout 
and adoption of EVs.   

Business customers with both on-road and non-road fleet 
operations are also looking to utilities for help in quantifying 
the value of incorporating EVs into their vehicle fleets. 
Considerations include reducing fuel costs, improving 
operating efficiencies, satisfying environmental 
requirements, and enhancing customer satisfaction.  

II. ELECTRIC VEHICLE MARKET INTRODUCTION 
In 2011, when the current U.S. electric vehicle market 

began, EPRI published a report3 outlining the deployment of 
charging infrastructure, future impacts on the grid, and 
potential roles for electric utilities in supporting 
transportation electrification. 

Characteristics of this early market included a presumed 
reliance on home charging and relatively low-power 
charging rates for the first two production vehicles 
(Chevrolet Volt and Nissan Leaf).  The automotive industry 
had agreed to a common connector standard (J-1772) for 
charging from AC electricity at power levels up to 19.6 kW.  
A similar consensus had not been reached for direct current 
fast charging (DCFC), but early deployment of a few 50 kW 
stations based on the CHAdeMO standard began, enabling a 

3 M. Duvall: Transportation Electrification: A Technology Overview. EPRI, 
Palo Alto, CA: 2011. 1021334 
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modest level of intercity travel for EVs with a practical range 
of about 80 miles.   

There was a relatively strong consensus among industry 
stakeholders that private investment and innovative business 
models would result in the deployment of sufficient public 
charging infrastructure.  As a result, utilities focused on the 
establishment of internal transportation electrification 
programs, customer education and outreach, collaboration 
with the automotive industry and other stakeholders on 
standards development, R&D infrastructure, and vehicle 
demonstration pilots, rather than on direct investment in 
charging infrastructure programs. 

III. CURRENT STATE OF THE US ELECTRIC VEHICLE MARKET  
The nearly nine-year-old EV market has evolved in a 

number of interesting ways that may not have been entirely 
foreseen at the launch of the first vehicles.  Since the launch 
of the Nissan LEAF and Chevrolet Volt in December 2010, 
more than 1.3M battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) have been sold in the 
United States (see Fig. 1 below), and more than 3 million 
have sold worldwide. Electric vehicle adoption rates are 
improving as more models are released, expanding customer 
choice. 2018 sales in the United States were up 30%+ 
4versus 2017, with EVs making up 1.5%  of all new vehicle 
sales in June 2018. In addition, automakers have announced 
about 130 new or updated EV models by the end of 2023. 
(See Fig. 2) 

Cost and performance characteristics of lithium ion 
battery technology improved significantly, leading to the 
introduction of the first mass-market (retail price of less than 
$40,000) long-range (>200-miles / 300 kilometer) BEV, the 
Chevrolet Bolt EV, at the end of the 2016. The battery 
improvements also led to an industry—that while still 
investing significantly in PHEVs—began to focus more 
resources on the development of long-range BEVs.   

The number of different EVs continues to increase.  
Among the 120 new or updated EVs scheduled to hit the 
market by the end of 2023, includes plug-in crossovers, 
SUVs, luxury cars, minivans, and family sedans. Following 
the launch of the Chevrolet Bolt EV are more long-range, 
mass-market BEVs: Hyundai Kona EV, Kia Niro EV, and 
the Tesla Model 3. 

 

 
Fig. 1, US EV sales 2010-2019 

 As was well-reported in the media, about 400,000 5  
people put down $1,000 to reserve their own Tesla Model 3 

4 IHS, Polk data, December 2018 
5 https://electrek.co/2016/04/29/elon-musk-tesla-model-3-reservation-
wake-up-call/ 

within the first month of the car’s announcement. As a point 
of comparison, the best-selling car in the US sells about 
389,0006  units in 2016.  A previous gap in the EV lineup in  

 
Fig. 2, Announced EVs in the US, 2010-2022 

the US was the lack of plug-in full-size pickup, but both 
Rivian, an automotive start-up, and Ford, a long-established 
OEM, have announced plug-in pickups for the 2021 and 
2022 model year, respectively.   

IV. CURRENT STATE OF THE EV CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE 
MARKET IN THE US 

      One primary difference between EVs and their gasoline-
powered counterpart is the refueling experience.  Instead of 
stopping at a service station periodically for gasoline, the 
preferred EV refueling model was to slowly charge when 
and where convenient—typically at home or at work.7  With 
generally low daily mileage (80% of all drivers drive 40 
miles a day or fewer)8 and long dwell times of roughly 20 
hours9 each day, this charging model was seen as sufficient 
when coupled with the occasional use of public charging—
including DC fast charging for BEVs—to extend range. 
     Nearly nine years of EV market evolution have 
challenged this model in several ways. While home 
charging has remained the preferred option, the successful 
introduction of the Tesla Supercharger DC fast charging 
network has highlighted the advantages of rapidly (charge 
rates of up to 250kW) recharging longer range EVs. DCFC 
networks have grown rapidly, exceeding 4,000 stations by 
the end of 2016 (approximately half are Tesla) now 
comprising nearly 15% of the total number of installed 
public charging stations.10    
     The use cases for lower power AC charging at “away 
from home” locations have also changed.  Workplace 
charging has grown in popularity.  It is believed that the 
presence of convenient charging options at an employee’s 
work increase EV adoption rates.  Workplace charging is 
also seen as an option to both increase the electric vehicle-
miles traveled (e-VMT) of PHEVs and as an effective 
method to absorb excess renewable generation during the 

6 https://www.carfax.com/blog/2016-best-selling-cars/ 
7 Comparing the Benefits and Impacts of Hybrid Electric Vehicle Options, 
EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2001. 1000349. 
8 Transportation Statistics Analysis for Electric Transportation. EPRI, Palo 
Alto, CA: 2011. 1021848. 
9 "Transportation Secure Data Center." (2015). National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory. Accessed January 15, 2015: www.nrel.gov/tsdc 
10 Plugshare.com, accessed July 2019. 
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day.  Less encouraging is the progress made in multi-unit 
dwellings (MUDs) and other higher density residential 
housing scenarios where a prospective EV driver may not 
have an assigned parking space or the ability to easily install 
a dedicated charging station.  Workplace charging and 
DCFC have emerged as potential options for these drivers to 
charge their vehicles.   
 

V. UTILITY EV CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAMS 
     As EV infrastructure has evolved, so, too, have 
stakeholder perspectives on the appropriate role of utilities 
in contributing to the development of sufficient 
infrastructure to support a growing fleet of increasingly 
capable EVs.  Utilities in the United States and Canada are 
currently directly supporting efforts to install thousands of 
EV charging stations with investments approximately 
$3.7B. (Fig. 3) These programs have the potential to benefit 
all utility customers and society through downward pressure 
on rates, reduced carbon emissions, and improved air quality 
in addition to new jobs.11  

 
 

Fig. 3, North American utility EV infrastructure programs 
 
     The three California investor-owned utilities (IOUs)—
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), San Diego Gas 
& Electric (SDG&E), and Southern California Edison 
(SCE)—have each proposed similar, yet distinct, utility-
owned EV charging station pilots to the California Public 
Utilities Commission (CPUC). All combined, these two-
phase pilots potentially represent more than $1 billion in 
utility investment over the next five years. These proposed 
charging stations, along with related site preparation and 
supporting infrastructure, are largely behind-the-meter 
assets. Including these three utilities, more than a dozen 
utilities are developing infrastructure programs. 
    These utility programs constitute direct and useful 
additions to EV infrastructure while contributing valuable 
learning to the industry.  For example, when implemented, 
the three California IOU pilots will uniquely augment grid-
integrated infrastructure. Among the key insights expected 
from these pilots is whether utility infrastructure expansion 
currently under consideration can, in the long term, provide 
the public with more integrated, less expensive, and more 
reliable EV charging. Lessons learned from these and 
similar pilots across North America may influence the 
emerging trend of high power (up to 350 kW per cord) DC 
charging. Such charging could lead to 2–4 MW charging 
plazas in rural, suburban, and urban settings. 

11 Ryan, MacKenzie, ‘Utilities' Role in Transport Electrification: Capturing 
Benefits for All Ratepayers,’ Public Utilities Fortnightly, March 2016. 

VI. VISION OF FUTURE CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE 
      While home charging remains the most popular and 
convenient option, away from home options like workplace 
and public charging are important components of a 
comprehensive infrastructure system that enables a high 
degree of driver confidence, supports long-range travel as 
EV capabilities increase, and provides options to drivers 
who park on the street or live in MUDs without convenient 
access to a dedicated home charger.  In all these cases, 
public charging infrastructure needs to be clean, safe, 
reliable, easy-to-find, easy-to-access, and have clear pricing 
to maximize usage by and benefit to EV drivers.  
      Battery capacities in mass-market EVs are expected to 
increase over the next several years from the current 20-
33kWh range to 60-100kWh. Current DCFC power levels 
range from 50kW DC (U.S., European, and Japanese 
OEMs) to up to 145kW DC (Tesla). Furthermore, several 
U.S. and foreign automakers, including Porsche, Audi, Ford, 
Hyundai, and General Motors, have released statements of 
their intention to migrate to much higher power DCFC on 
future models, ranging from 350-400 kW.  
     In November 2016, VW Group, BMW, Ford and 
Daimler announced the development of a 400-site European 
high-power DC charging network starting in 2017. For 
example, Audi’s 250- mile range SUV is expected to charge 
at 150 kW DC when it arrives in Q4 2018. Similarly, 
Porsche has announced that its Taycan sports sedan will 
charge at 250 kW DC upon market launch in Q4 2019, 
before moving up to 350 kW DC by the end of 2020 
     DCFC is expected to play an increasing role in public EV 
charging. It enables long-distance EV travel. It supports 
those without access to home charging. It enables increased 
electric VMT on days with extra trips. Most importantly, it 
helps enable mass-market penetration of BEVs and allows 
more EV buyers to become single-car households.  
     As power levels increase, there is increasing overlap with 
electric bus and truck charging. Although the charging 
plazas for private light-duty EVs and commercial EVs such 
as buses might be separate, utilities and other stakeholders 
can learn to economically scale a nationwide charging 
infrastructure as quickly as possible. Such a charging 
network (see Fig. 4) could be installed in a multi-phased 
approach to give drivers the confidence needed to choose an 
EV and drive – and fuel it - just like a gas car. 

 
Fig. 4, Vision of US DC Charging Infrastructure 
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